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February 15, 2012 | By B.W. Cook
A union of culture, history and international
business infused an elegant dinner last
Saturday evening in the dining room of
Leatherby's Café Rouge at the Renée and
Henry Segerstrom Concert Hall.
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Representatives of the Principality of Monaco, including the Hon.
Maccario, consul general, joined executives from the Segerstrom Cent
the Arts led by T err Dw er and the marketing team from South Co
Plaza to welcome invited guests for the West Coast exclusive perform
of "Cinderella" by Les Ballets de Monte Carlo at the center.

Local celebrity chef Jamie Gwen pressed the flesh of dignitaries coming together for dinner at Café Rouge. G
introduced chef Ross Pangilinan to the dining room as he received applause for the presentation of his
Monagasque-inspired three-course dinner featuring a delightful sea bass entrée.

The dinner and subsequent performance of "Cinderella" capped 10 days of collaboration between Monte Carlo
Costa Mesa in conjunction with the 30th anniversary of the Princess Grace Foundation-USA. A contingent of
dignitaries representing the New York-based foundation jetted out to California to assist in a series of activities
designed to promote an ongoing relationship between the citizens of Orange County and Monte Carlo.
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It is an effort that the Monaco tourist office takes very seriously, and they are extremely capable when it come
creating excitement and artistic flair.

The late Serene Highness Princess Grace is, of course, a significant element in the marketing efforts of Monaco
South Coast Plaza produced an exhibit, in collaboration with the European contingent, showcasing memorabili
recalled the cultural heritage of Monaco and the contribution of Princess Grace with regards to the internation
artistic arena.
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For those unfamiliar, the foundation created in her name 30 years ago finds its sole primary purpose in raising
to support unknown emerging artistic talent in multiple disciplines, including the performing and visual arts. O
years, scholarships provided by the foundation have sustained and enabled talent to find their voice in what mi
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otherwise have been impossible circumstances, given the demands of making a living and supporting oneself in
world that doesn't particularly care about artistic pursuits.
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